Abstract-Information sharing among the organizations promotes business growth. Recent trends in data mining techniques impose an intimidation to data sharing. A key problem here is the need to balance the privacy of the data with the genuine need for the users. To address this problem, data sanitization process modifies the original data to conceal sensitive knowledge before release. Several researchers addressed the privacy preservation of sensitive knowledge in the form of association rules by suppressing the frequent itemsets. This paper proposes an effective data sanitization algorithm which minimizes the side effects caused in the original database. A hybrid conflict ratio approach is proposed to pick the victim transactions and items to minimize the legitimate lost during sanitization. To study the effectiveness of the algorithm, experimental analysis is carried over the real and synthetic datasets. The results illustrate that the algorithm show good results compared with the other approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many organizations widely adopted different ways to collect large volume of data. Such data is processed to yield useful information [4] . However, the data analysis techniques do not reveal hidden knowledge. Subsequently, a novel research area emerged which focus primarily on extracting meaningful and previously unknown patterns from these large volumes of data. Data mining is often viewed as a step in the knowledge discovery process to explore hidden knowledge.
Due to the increase in use of data mining, it may pose a threat to data privacy and security [13] . However, it is important to note that most of the data mining applications do not even touch personal data. Prominent examples include applications involving natural resources, meteorology, astronomy, geology and other scientific and engineering data. The focus of data mining technology is on the discovery of general patterns, not on specific information regarding individuals. In this sense, the real privacy concerns are with unconstrained access of individual records, like credit card and banking applications. For those applications that do not involve personal data, in many cases, simple methods such as removing sensitive IDs for data may protect the privacy of individuals. Recent trends in business demands the need to adopt collaborative business model which ensures a new way to achieve mutual benefit among the organizations. Data sharing enables to achieve this. Even though there are potential benefits of data sharing, it could reveal confidential information [17] which could be detrimental to the data owner. The latent risks with data sharing can be significant, as highlighted by Wal-Mart's decision to stop selling its point-of-sale data to market-research companies [14] . Collaboration requires trust and a leap of faith that once customers get a good look inside the business, they will like what they see. Hence, the organizations may not want to share some data which can reveal sensitive patterns [9] [15] [22] with other parties. It is beneficial to share data without revealing sensitive patterns, which makes a trust among the organizations for collaboration.
In order to preserve the privacy of confidential data, they would like to transform their data in such a way that these sensitive patterns cannot be discovered but others can be. Data sanitization process was introduced [20] which legitimately modify the original data to seek a balance between sensitive knowledge protection and non-sensitive knowledge discovery. Privacy preservation in data mining is the emerging research area which addresses the different ways to protect the sensitive knowledge discovery [2] [21] . It is mandatory to gain the benefit of data mining and as well as maintaining privacy. This paper focuses on the privacy preservation in frequent pattern mining. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the background and related work in privacy preserving frequent pattern mining. In section 3 we describe the problem to be solved and the proposed approach for privacy preservation in frequent pattern mining. Section 4 discusses the various experimental results carried and the detailed discussion on the analysis of results. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 5.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Association Rule Mining
Let I = {i1, i2, i3, …, in} be a set of items. Let D, the task-relevant data, be a set of database transactions where each transaction T is a set of items such that transactions that contain the itemset [11] . If the relative support of an itemset I satisfies a prespecified minimum support threshold, then I is a frequent itemset. Several algorithms have been proposed to efficiently discover the frequent patterns.Level-wise algorithms generate the frequent patterns which generate candidate itemsets [6] [12] , where as pattern-growth algorithms does not generate candidate itemsets [16] [18] .
B. Privacy preserving frequent pattern mining
The problem of privacy preserving frequent pattern mining can be defined as follows:
For the given database D, frequent patterns P and sensitive patterns Ps, the main goal of sanitization process is to transform D into a modified database D' such that the sensitive patterns are hidden in D' with minimal side effects in D.
The potential threats of data mining are analyzed [5] and some possible approaches to prevent the discovery of sensitive knowledge in a data mining context are suggested. The proposed solutions include, limit the access to the data by releasing only samples, fuzzyfying and augmenting the source database. In [7] the last approach is adopted. The author has suggested a solution to determine the sample size in such a way that data mining tools cannot obtain reliable results. The solution proposed is independent from any specific data mining technique.
Data sanitization is the process of modifying the original database to preserve the privacy of sensitive knowledge [10] . Preserving the privacy of sensitive rules [3] which restrict the disclosure of sensitive rules was performed by decreasing the support of their corresponding frequent itemsets. The problem of sanitization is NP-hard and heuristic approaches can be used to provide a solution. Based on this, Atallah et al. proposed a sanitization heuristic to hide the sensitive frequent itemsets. On the other hand, privacy preservation can be performed by perturbing the data and reconstructing the orginal distributions at an aggregate level in order to perform mining. This method enables to retain privacy while accessing the information implicit in the original attributes [1] . Data perturbation protects individual confidential data values while data sanitization protects sensitive knowledge hidden in the database in the form of sensitive association rules.
Rizvi et al. [19] addressed the privacy preservation of sensitive rules by distorting the user data before it is subject to the mining process. The authors present [21] three strategies and five algorithms for hiding a group of association rules, which is characterized as sensitive. Deterministic algorithms [23] were proposed to hide sensitive association rules. A new framework for rule hiding is proposed in [11] . Stanely et al. [18] presented algorithms for hiding sensitive patterns in the form of frequent itemsets. Hiding the sensitive rules with database modification may produce side effects which must be controlled so that the legitimate patterns are not lost in mining. To address this [23] proposed an approach to hide sensitive association rules with limited side effects. Item conflict degree helps to minimize the non-sensitive patterns lost during sanitization [24] .The conflict degree of an item with the other sensitive itemsets is considered to choose a victim item for deletion. But it does not consider the number of legitimate itemsets affected when a victim item is selected for deletion. Here we introduce the concept of conflict ratio of transaction and an item which pays attention towards the legitimate itemsets affected during the sanitization. The proposed approach shows improved results in terms of misses cost with minimal changes in the database.
III. METHODOLOGY
Given a set of sensitive patterns and original database, the main goal of the sanitization process is to modify the original database such that minimal numbers of non-sensitive patterns are affected. In general, the process of sanitization involves the following steps.
1. Identify the list of transactions which support the sensitive itemsets. 2. Select the partial list of transactions for sanitization 3. Choose the victim item in the transactions and delete 4. Rewrite the modified transactions in the original database to get the sanitized database. Steps 1 do not produce any significant change in sanitization. Steps 2 and 3 are the crucial part which plays a vital role in selecting the victim transaction and item for deletion which introduces side effects in the database.
Definition 1 : The transaction conflict ratio (TCR(t)) of a transaction t ∈D is defined as follows.
TCR(t) =
Ps Ps# # ÷ where # P s -the number of sensitive itemsets supported by t #~ P s -the number of non-sensitive itemsets supported by t Definition 2: Let P s be the set sensitive itemset in P .The set of non-senstive itemsets is denoted as ~P s (=P-P s ).
Defintion 3. The item conflict ratio (ICRi) of an item i in a sensitive transaction t is defined as follows.
ICRi(t) =
Psi Psi# # ÷ where # P s -the number of sensitive itemsets supported by i in t # ~ P s -the number of non-sensitive itemsets supported by i in t
Algorithm HCRS Input
Source database D Set of sensitive itemsets P s Set of non-sensitive itemsets ~ P s Disclosure threshold δ Output Modified database D' Steps n Sort P s in ascending order of support n for each s i in P s n extract the transactions Ts i from D supporting s i n Compute Tcr(Ts i ) and sort in descending order n Ntrans = |Ts i | * (1-δ) n for k = 1 to Ntrans n for each item j,m ∈ s i n compute ICRj(T p ) n if ICRj(T p ) > ICRm(T p ) n victim item = i n else n victim item = m n delete victim item from k n for each transaction t in D n if t is modified as t' then n write t' to D' n else n write t to D' The set of sensitive itemsets are sorted based on the support (1) . This leads to the selection of a sensitive itemset with smaller support to be selected first which cause minimal changes in the database. For each sensitive itemset the sensitive transactions are extracted and the conflict ratio is computed. Then the transactions are sorted in descending order of conflict ratio (2) (3) (4) . Based on the disclosure threshold δ, the number of transactions to be modified is calculated (5) . The victim item in the transaction is identified as follows: For each item of the sensitive itemset, the conflict ratio of the item is calculated and the item with maximum conflict ratio is selected as victim. If the items have the same item conflict ratio, then the item with minimum support is selected as victim, since it cause minimal changes in the database (6-13). The modified transactions are rewritten to the disk which yields the sanitized database D' (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) .
The algorithm is memory based, in which the transactions are loaded into the memory and processing is done. As the size of the database grows, it leads to memory bottleneck. To alleviate this problem, it employs a partitioning approach which performs sanitization by loading the partitions [24] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
A. Evaluation Metric
In this section, we present the data-sharing measure related to performance of the sanitization approach [20] . This measure quantifies the side-effects regarding legitimate patterns that were missed during sanitization of the original database. The performance measure is specified as follows:
Misses Cost: It denotes the percentage of legitimate patterns that are not discovered from D'
where #~Ps(X) denotes the number of non-sensitive patterns in the database X.
B. Results and discussion
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach, experiments were conducted on the synthetic and real datasets to compare the misses cost and difference. The results are compared with that of MaxFIA, MinFIA and MICF.All experiments were performed on a PC with Prentium IV processor having 1 GB of main memory.
For the given database and minimum support threshold, the frequent itemsets are generated using the implementation in [8] . A set of sensitive itemsets (non-singleton itemsets) are selected randomly from the frequent itemsets, in which none of the itemsets was a subset of the other. For each sensitive itemset, the algorithms sanitize the transactions based on the disclosure threshold (δ).For our experimental analysis the disclosure threshold is set to zero (δ=0%). Table 1 lists the summary of the datasets used in the experiment. These datasets are used to measure the effectiveness of the algorithms. IBM synthetic data generator [25] was used to generate the simulated datasets. The parameters are similar to those in [24] to produce transaction-like datasets. Fig. 1-4 show the performance of misses cost associated with the algorithms over a range of sensitive itemsets. For varying number of sensitive itemsets, the proposed approach (HCRS) has less misses cost compared with MICF (Fig.1) . As noted from fig.2 that the minimum support threshold is varied with a fixed number of sensitive itemsets (200). It is evident to observe that from fig. 1-2 , HCRS shows better results for the simulated dataset. As the support threshold of the sensitive itemsets becomes closer to the minimum support threshold, there are only minimum numbers of non-sensitive itemsets lost.
Misses Cost
The performance of the algorithms are also analysed for the real datasets BMS-WebView1. This dataset contain several months click stream data from e-commerce web site. Fig.3 and 3 shows that for the real dataset BMS-WebView1, the approach (HCRS) has shown better results. The results indicate that it has improved results for the varying sensitive itemsets and support threshold. The proposed approach outperforms MaxFIA, MinFIA and MICF. Likewise, for the varying support threshold HCRS outperforms the other methods. (Fig.2 and 4) . Privacy becomes a critical issue when the data owner decides to share the database since it reveals sensitive patterns. Data sanitization helps to resolve this problem by making appropriate modifications in the original database. Since data mining helps to explore the hidden knowledge, modified database may not yield accurate mining results. To make a compromise between data sharing, accuracy and privacy, we proposed an approach to minimize the impact on source database in preserving frequent patterns. The proposed approach employs hybrid conflict ratio of the transaction and item to hide the sensitive itemsets such that minimal number of legitimate itemsets is affected. Experimental results clearly indicate that the approach outperforms the earlier algorithms in terms of misses cost. As a future work, we have planned to develop new strategies to minimize the impact on the source database.
